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Writing a scientific paper

a

Your teacher: Annemarie
• My background: general linguistics
• Language teacher and writing coach, self-employed
• Business and technical writing
• www.scientificwriting.eu

http://www.scientificwriting.eu/
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• www.scientificwriting.eu
• Course materials and resources

Substeps in writing
• find main message(s)
• select relevant content
• consider different storylines
• Identify main idea for each paragraph
• connect the paragraphs
• achieve cohesion and flow
• make key sentences stand out
• write sentences
• edit for concision, clarity, preciseness
• check grammar, spelling, punctuation
• sound ‘scientific’

http://www.scientificwriting.eu/
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Substeps in writing
• find main message(s)
• select relevant content
• consider different storylines
• Identify main idea for each paragraph
• connect the paragraphs
• achieve cohesion and flow
• make key sentences stand out
• write sentences
• edit for concision, clarity, preciseness
• check grammar, spelling, punctuation
• sound ‘scientific’

The simple writing process

Edit, revise, edit…

Write

Plan
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Stages of the writing process

Edit

Write – find words

Organize

Select 

Plan

Stages of the writing process

Edit

Write

Organize
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Edit: Clarity and concision, style features, spelling, grammar

Write: Formulate text, create flow and cohesion, check topic   
and key sentences

Organize: Make outline, compose storyline, formulate the point 
of each paragraph, topic sentences

Select: Select content: topics & questions, tables and figures, 
identify key messages for every section, questions

Plan: Do research – gather information – find main message

Split the writing and the thinking
BUT ALSO 

Write to clarify and develop your
thoughts

• Writing  = planning + selecting + 
structuring + finding words + take 
viewpoint of reader + revising
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So, what helps?

• Work in stages 
• Be aware of the stage you are in: content or 

form?
• Make use of different strategies
• Save the grammar/spelling/punctuation for 

last 
• Talk about your paper with others
• Ask for (structured) feedback in an early stage

Story line of the introduction
TOPIC QUESTIONS

TOPIC OF RESEARCH What is the topic? 
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Story line of the introduction

TOPIC QUESTIONS

TOPIC OF RESEARCH What is the topic? 

PROBLEM

What is the problem?

Why important?

What do we know/what not?  Gap of knowledge?

Story line of the introduction

TOPIC QUESTIONS

TOPIC OF RESEARCH What is the topic? 

PROBLEM

What is the problem?

Why important?

What do we know/what not?  Gap of knowledge?

YOUR RESEARCH QUESTION
What research question?

Design or methodology? How to find the answer?
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Story line of the introduction
TOPIC / MOVE QUESTIONS

ESTABLISHING TERRITORY What is the topic? 

ESTABLISHING A GAP 

What is the problem?

Why important?

What do we know/what not?  Gap of knowledge?

FILLLING THE GAP What research question?

Design or methodology? How to find the answer?

Question Tool Introduction

• What is the topic of this paper?
• What is the problem?
• Why is it important?
• What do we (not) know yet?
• How will I search for the answer?
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Happiness is infectious
• Nicholas Christakis (Harvard Medical School) & James 

Fowler (University of California)
• Data from the Framingham Heart Study (ongoing

cardiovascular study, begun in 1948) 
• Study looked at 5,000 individuals over 20 years

• Happiness spreads like an emotional contagion
• When you get happy, the network effect can be

measured up to 3 degrees
• This chain reaction benefits friends’ friends, and your

friends’ friends’ friends…
• Conversely, sadness does not spread J
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funnel shape of introduction

TOPIC / MOVE QUESTION

Main result(s) What did we find? Or: what is our claim?

Comparison with earlier 
studies, what is different, 
what is new?

How do our findings relate to what we already 
know? Is it affirmative? How? Or how is it not? 

Explanation, 
interpretation and 
mechanisms

How can we explain this finding? (If – partly –
unexpected) What is solved, what is still 
unclear?

Weakness/strengths 
design/methods

What are limitations / strengths of the study, 
and how do they support or weaken our claim?  

Clinical interpretation 
and medical relevance

What are implications? What can we derive 
from this finding?  Who benefits?

Conclusion with 
implication, suggestions

What is the general conclusion?  How can we go 
on from here? Suggestions for further research.
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More specific questions
• What is the result of the first test?
• Why is this a suprising result? 
• What explanations are there? 
• Did others find this as well?
• If not, what did they find?
• How can I explain differences or similarities?
• How clear is this all?
• What must be done to know more?

The format: IMRD

Introduction
What is the subject of this study? What makes the subject an important matter? What do 
we already know? What do we not know yet? What is the problem or reason for this
particular study? So: what is the major question of this study?

Materials and methods
What was tested or investigated? And how did we do it? Under what conditions? What
were the circumstances? Were there limitations? 

Results
What did we find ->   what are the results? 

Discussion
What are the major findings? How do we interpret and explain them? What can we derive
from them? How do the findings meet or not meet our expectations? What are 
comparisons with previous studies? What are possible criticisms? What are the strengths
and weaknesses of this study? How should we carry on? 

Conclusions
What is the answer to the major question? What does the answer implicate?
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4 sections, 4 purposes

Introduction: motivate your reader, give backgroud, 
explain importance, sketch your idea and the aim 
of your research
Materials and Methods: make replication of results 
possible + soundness of argument
Results: to outline the most important findings, to 
give a picture
Discussion: to give your findings meaning and 
convince your reader to accept your conclusion 

READING TIPS

1. Before you start reading an article, formulate 
READING QUESTIONS. -> why am I reading 
this? what are my questions? what am I 
looking for? -> set an alarm for 5 minutes

2. Set up a table or document to immediately 
categorize what you have found. -> topic / 
question / source / section of article 
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Phrases -> signposts 

Move
To compare your results with related research

Phrase
• This study supports evidence from previous 

observations (e.g. Smith, 2006; Jones et al., 
2011).

• Our findings are in agreement with Smith’s 
(1999) findings which showed...

Useful phrases: topic sentences.
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• http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/

• Chapter 19 Wallwork Useful Phrases (also
online – see hard copy of 2nd edition)

• Build your own collection

PARAGRAPH STRUCTURE: TOPIC 
AND KEY SENTENCE

http://www.phrasebank.manchester.ac.uk/
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1.
Science has shown an impressive growth over 
past decades and more scientific papers are 
published now than ever before. 

Science has shown an impressive growth over 
past decades and more scientific papers are 
published now than ever before. Between 1996 
and 2011, over 15 million individuals authored 
around 25 million papers. Owing to expanding 
research fields, it is increasingly difficult to get 
studies published in high impact journals. This is 
important since.......... Consequently, in order to 
get published, scientific discoveries can 
sometimes be exaggerated or the potential 
implications overstated. Indeed, 
overinterpretation, overstatement, and 
misreporting of scientific results have been 
frequently reported. However, the prevalence of 
this problem in the scientific literature is unclear.
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The funnel

introduction 

details, examples, 
comparisons, explanation, 

argumentation

point 
(key message) 

2.
Pulmonary nerve endings were relatively insensitive to 
phenal diguanide. 
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2.
Pulmonary nerve endings were relatively 
insensitive to phenal diguanide. Of 25 
pulmonary nerve endings tested, only 10 were 
stimulated when this drug was injected into the 
right atrium, and in only one of these did firing 
exceed 2.2. impulses/s.  If the latter ending is 
excluded, the average peak frequency of the 
endings stimulated was only 1.7 impulses/s. 

The pyramid

point
(key message)

explanation, 
argumentation

data, details, further 
background 
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3.

Frequency patterns of all individual words in abstracts 
showed increased use during the search period, although 
with large variation (fig 2⇓). The words “robust,” “novel,”
“innovative,” and “unprecedented” increased in relative 
frequency from 2500% to 15 000% (fig 2⇓). Removal of these 
wordsstill yielded a relative frequency increase of 540%. 
Moreover, word trends were similar after exclusion of low 
frequency words such as “inventive” and “astonishing.”
Analyses of additional positive words based on a recent 
article15 (“breakthrough,” “cure,” “marvel,” “miracle,”
“revolutionary,” and “transformative”) showed comparable 
and consistent patterns increases in frequency (web fig S1). 

4.

Our results are consistent with previous work on the evolutionary 
basis of human emotions and with work focusing on the fleeting 
direct spread of emotions. In addition to their internal and 
psychological relevance, emotions have a specifically social role: 
when humans experience emotions, they tend to show them. Like 
laughter and smiling, the emotion of happiness might serve the 
evolutionarily adaptive purpose of enhancing social bonds. Human 
laughter, for example, is believed to have evolved from the “play 
face” expression seen in other primates in relaxed social situations. 
Such facial expressions and positive emotions enhance social 
relations by producing analogous pleasurable feelings in others, by 
rewarding the efforts of others, and by encouraging ongoing social 
contact. Given the organisation of people (and early hominids) into 
social groups larger than pairs, such spread in emotions probably 
served evolutionarily adaptive purposes. There are thus good 
biological, psychological, and social reasons to suppose that social 
networks would be relevant to human happiness.
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5.

Treating patients for a complicated Urinary Tract 
Infection (cUTI) with an oral antibiotic instead of an 
intravenous antibiotic has several advantages. 
Often, the administration of intravenous antibiotics 
provokes specific complications, such as infection 
of the iv-catheter. Also, it implies hospitalization or 
a specialized home treatment, of which 
complications like hospital acquired infection, 
functional decline, venous thrombo-embolism, 
falls, delirium, sleep deprivation, pressure ulcers 
and readmissions  are well known. These risks are 
avoided by the use of oral antibiotics. 

Book case
First sentence announces content 

First element / step / feature / idea

Second element / step / feature / idea

Third element / step / feature / idea
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6.
Recent evidence from psychology, sociology, and 
economics, however, suggests that two additional 
strategies might be necessary to close the gap. Firstly,
define hiring criteria in advance of evaluating 
candidates. Without clearly defined criteria, 
evaluators unconsciously redefine what they are 
seeking to match the attributes of male candidates. As 
a result, women, and especially mothers, tend to be 
evaluated more negatively than men with the same 
professional characteristics. Secondly, increase 
temporal flexibility in job structures. In many 
occupations, .....................................

The first sentence of a  paragraph:
• introduces the topic of the paragraph
• may signal the move or the question that 

the paragraph  answers
• may provide the central idea (the point or 

key sentence) -> PYRAMID
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Topic sentence

First sentence of paragraph
---------------------

Key sentence

Sentence with main point of paragraph

Key sentence is the topic sentence

paragraph is pyramid shaped
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Pyramids

• Many paragraphs in the Results section
• First paragraph of Discussion
• Many other paragraphs in the Discussion 

(preferably)
• Paragraphs that present arguments, or explain, or 

clarify something
• Paragraphs that explain limitations or strengths

Key sentence is the final sentence of the 
paragraph

paragraph is funnel shaped
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Funnels

• First paragraph of Introduction (starting broad) –
first paragraph of new topic

• When explanations, more details or arguments 
are needed before you can make your point

• A paragraph that introduces a new topic – to be 
connected later on in the text

The hourglass
The spread of happiness seems to reach up to three 
degrees of separation, just like the spread of obesity and 
smoking behaviour. Hence, although the person to person 
effects of these outcomes tend to be quite strong, they 
decay well before reaching the whole network. In other 
words, the reach of a particular behaviour or mood 
cascade is not limitless. We conjecture that this 
phenomenon is generic. We might yet find that a “three 
degrees of influence rule” applies to depression, anxiety, 
loneliness, drinking, eating, exercise, and many other 
health related activities and emotional states, and that 
this rule restricts the effective spread of health 
phenomena to three degrees of separation away from 
the ego.
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The hourglass
The spread of happiness seems to reach up to three 
degrees of separation, just like the spread of obesity and 
smoking behaviour. Hence, although the person to person 
effects of these outcomes tend to be quite strong, they 
decay well before reaching the whole network. In other 
words, the reach of a particular behaviour or mood cascade 
is not limitless. We conjecture that this phenomenon is 
generic. We might yet find that a “three degrees of 
influence rule” applies to depression, anxiety, loneliness, 
drinking, eating, exercise, and many other health related 
activities and emotional states, and that this rule restricts 
the effective spread of health phenomena to three degrees 
of separation away from the ego.

TAKE HOME MESSAGES

• Write soon – revise constantly.

• Think first: make a  plan. Design the story line.

• The plan is there to be changed.

• Use tools: work with questions; think in paragraphs; write

key sentences.

• No reader, no text. Always choose the perspective of the 

reader.

• Be aware of the specific aims of the several parts of your

paper. 

• Read books and articles on writing: it is your second craft!

• Doing research = writing. Process + Product.


